Landslides: Many landslides in coastal valleys (especially in deeply-incision valleys) and in several areas river channels appear clogged with debris, which encroaches in some areas on housing.

Coastal Road has multiple blockages from landslides, fallen trees and debris and possibly boulders.

Douglas-Charles Airport is open and has received certification to operate daytime. It can receive cargo jets up to B727 or C130 or similar.

Woodbridge Bay Port is open and secured.

The road from Roseau to Portsmouth is accessible, however debris cover the road and there is ongoing risk of landslides.

Canefield Airport is open and both rotary and fixed-wing aircraft have been able to land. Debris cover significant parts of the west side of the runway.

Coulibistre: collapsed bridge. Vehicles have been able to drive through the river, when the water level is low, as there is some structure in place to facilitate passage of cars (weight unknown).